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Dimensions

OH-Overall Height     OD-Overall Depth     OW-Overall Width     AH-Arm Height     BH-Back Height     SH-Seat Height     SW-Seat Width     SD-Seat Depth  BD - Base Depth

THE PERFECT BALANCE
Lyft is a stool that answers the age old 
question, is it better to sit or stand.  Well, 
now you can do both. Designed to help 
productivity and wellbeing, Lyft helps 
improve posture by relieving stress 
placed upon the body.

Lyft is the perfect accompaniment to  

uncompromising comfort and support 
whether, sitting, standing or perching.
This addition to your task chair allows  
not only greater poster but greater  
connectivity, use it for impromptu 
meetings not just prolonged work 
periods. 

Quite simply, however you use it, it’s the  

With three colour variations Lyft is 

any room. Additionally, thanks to the 

provides uncomplicated seating comfort.

Standard Features (*Selected models only)

Structural moulded body with integral  
height adjustment lever 
Soft touch PU moulded base 
Soft touch PU moulded seat

Optional Features 

 
 

Gas Cylinder to match plastic colour

Recyclability

The range is 100% recyclable

Material Content

Components are constructed  
of the following

100%Polyphropylene (PP)

PU Foam 

Steel

48%

16%

36%

LYFT LYFT

ID AID is an independent design studio 
founded in Stuttgart in 2011. It develops 
innovative concepts, products, spaces 
and strategies for national as well as 
international companies and brands. 

A competent team of designers around 
company founder Sven von Boetticher 
ensures space for creative ideas, based 
on team-work and an open company 
culture. Our personal way of designing 

and strategic planning, generates 
archetypal product solutions and 
authentic concepts for product and brand 
communication.

DESIGN
By Sven Von Boethcher, ID AID
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Finish Options

Colour images above are for reference only. Please verify with actual colour sample.

LYFT

 1. Check the Standard Features and Finishes and select the Model you require

 2.   Select the Fabric Band for the fabric you are using, this will give you the basic price per chair

 3.

 4.

To specify your chair...

Black (Plastic) Light Grey (Plastic)Graphite (Plastic)

At a glance
1. Soft touch black PU Seat

2. Height-adjustment lever

3. Seat height adjustable 
from 535mm-805mm

4. Soft touch black base
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Options

Please note: Features are model 
dependent, please refer to price 
list pages when specifying

Work Share

LYFT

GOOD TO KNOW  
Controls accessible from 
left or right hand side.

Environmental Data

Images (High Res)

Symbols

Want to know more?
Our literature is available to download from 
our resource section on our website. For 
training notes, you can contact marketing@
thesenatorgroup.com or call 01282 725000

A full range overview and the following 
resources are available on each product page  
of our website.

For quick inspiration and all the latest news, 
follow us on social @senator_social.

thesenatorgroup.com
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 Weight 5kg

Stacks

Black PU moulded seat

Black plastic components

Black gas unit

Black soft touch base

Graphite plastic components + £0

Light grey plastic components + £0

Standard feature        
Not available

Optional feature     

LYFT

LYFT01

Fabric Band

LYFT01
•Height  
adjustable  
stool 300

LYFT
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